Lesco introduces Penn G-2
Lesco, a leading manufacturer and marketer of turf products, has introduced Penn G-2 for putting green surfaces. Penn G-2 is a creeping bentgrass offering an exceptional putting surface especially where heat, humidity and the potential for disease are significant. It has been specifically developed to be maintained at very low cutting heights and has exhibited excellent tolerance to heavy traffic from golfers. Absence of grain and the above qualities easily provide long true putts.

For more information on Penn G-2, contact 800-321-5325.

Andersons ready with Tee Time
The Andersons have introduced Tee Time 16-2-6 organic plant food with 50 percent Nutralene and Nature Safe. Tee Time value is designed to develop strong turf that resists stress from traffic, disease, and environmental extremes. The combination of Tee Time ingredients and Nature Safe strikes a desirable balance between turf safety and good growth response. The unique formulation process used for Tee Time 16-2-6 produces a homogenous, fairway sized product suitable for broadcast applications. In keeping with today’s environmentally conscious superintendents, this product can be used for all types of turf when applied at recommended rates. Its dual nitrogen sources become available over several months following application.

The natural sources of blood meal, feather meal, potash and phosphorous provide for an unusually complete natural turf nutrition application which will provide excellent long term turf quality.

For more information, contact 800-253-5296.

REWARD* Herbicide. Works Against Weeds in 24 Hours.
REWARD Herbicide brings precision and speed to your weed control program.

- Works faster than other commonly used landscape herbicides
- The least expensive non-selective herbicide
- Can be used in grounds maintenance, landscape and aquatic areas
- Broad-spectrum — broadleaf, grass and aquatic weed control
- Easy on surroundings
- User friendly
- Low use rates
- Reduces inventory

For more information, contact your authorized Zeneca Distributor, or call Zeneca Professional Products Toll Free at 1-888-617-7690.
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